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Dramatic light - ERCO brings clear accentuation to the Energy Bunker Hamburg


Notable for its monumental 42 metre concrete façade, the former flak bunker, dating back to the Second World War, is now a characteristic feature of the urban image of Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg. Elaborately renovated and converted as part of the International Building Exhibition, IBA, this building, now a power plant, uses renewable forms of energy to supply the surrounding residential district with energy and heat. Around 800 residential units are currently supplied with an energy mix of photovoltaic and solar heat, biogas and biomass as well as industrial waste heat. At the heart of the system is a massive water tank which stores heat and releases it as required. Now open to the public, the Energy Bunker offers a café and exhibition zones that invite visitors to embark on a tour of discovery and enjoy a panoramic view of the city at a lofty height of 32 metres.

ERCO lighting solutions create a stunning impression of depth in the rough-textured interior, with its massive water tank used as a heat store. Neutral white light illuminates the concrete façade effectively allowing it to stand out in the dark. Grasshopper luminaires are used to produce an optimum long-distance effect, responding with sensitivity to the historic heritage of the war monument by using discreet lighting from below. The lighting deliberately refrains from staging the building as artwork, underscoring instead its current importance for the Wilhelmsburg district. 

Project: Energy Bunker Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg

Client: IBA Hamburg GmbH

Architect: HHS Architekten, Kassel

Opening: 2013

Products: Grasshopper, Powercast, Beamer

Photos: Frieder Blickle, Hamburg


About ERCO

The ERCO Light Factory in Lüdenscheid is a leading international specialist in architectural lighting using LED technology. The family business, founded in 1934, now operates as a global player with over 60 subsidiaries, branches and agencies in over 40 countries worldwide. Since 2015 ERCO's portfolio has been 100% LED. Inspired by "light digital" as its leitmotif, ERCO in Lüdenscheid develops, designs and produces digital luminaires with focus on photometrics, electronics and design. Working closely with architects, lighting designers and engineers, ERCO develops lighting tools used primarily for applications in the following fields: Work, Shop, Culture, Community, Hospitality, Living, Public and Contemplation. ERCO understands digital light as the fourth dimension of architecture - providing highly precise and efficient lighting solutions to support creative designers in turning their visions into reality.

If you require any further information on ERCO or image material, please visit us at www.erco.com/presse. We can also provide you with material on projects worldwide for your media coverage.
